HORSEBACK RIDING BY THE VALLEY OF VIÑALES
FROM LA HABANA

http://excursionvinales.webcindario.com

excursionesvinalesreservas@gmail.com

Viñales is one of the most emblematic places in Cuba, where incredible nature, tradition
and
its
customs
make
it
a
must.
We offer the possibility of enjoying Viñales through a complete excursion on horseback
through the tobacco plantations and Valle de Viñales, where you can enjoy an unforgettable
day!
Place of departure: Havana
Pick up time: 8:00 a.m.
Approximate duration of the horse excursion: 4 hours

The pick-up will take place in your accommodation in Havana, either hotel or private house
at 8:00 am, to start the road to Viñales in a private taxi.
When you arrive in Viñales you will receive the coordinating guide, who will take you to the
beginning of the trail where your horses will be waiting for your excursion.
This wonderful excursion begins at the beginning of the path called Palmarito, from where
you will start a journey through rural roads that cross the most famous tobacco fields of our
region.

The first stop will be made at the farmer's farm, where you will see the most famous
tobacco plantations in the region, you will have the opportunity to visit a real dryer, where
they will be explained in detail the drying of the tobacco leaf, and they will be shown the
process of elaboration of the authentic pure artisan that will have opportunity to taste by
courtesy of the farmer.

Your second stop will take place in a peasant house where you will be given the opportunity
to taste the authentic Criollo coffee, and the option to try the piña colada and another type
of traditional cocktails from the region.

Continue on the way to a natural lake of impressive beauty, where you can take a
refreshing swim in its waters surrounded by exotic nature. They will also have the
opportunity to taste if they want any typical drink of the region accompanied by traditional
Cuban music.

Our next stop will be to a traditional cafe, with a beautiful viewpoint, where you can taste if
you wish, your traditional Cuban food admiring the best views of the Valley of Viñales.
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An intermediate stop to fill the stomach and make the best pictures of our wonderful valley,
a World Heritage Site.
Where you will also be shown the cultivation of coffee and our traditional guayabita rum,
which is only grown in the Pinar del Río region.

The return trip continues on a pleasant walk through rural roads surrounded by fields of
cultivation and endemic nature where you can see some peasant working his land as it was
done in the past.

Excussion Price
For 2 persons: 85 cuc x person
For 3 persons: 65 cuc x person
For 4 persons: 55 cuc x person
For 5 persons: 50 cuc x person
For 6 persons: 45 cuc x person
Si desea contratar almuerzo en la Finca debe añadir 10 cuc más por
persona.
Transfers will be made in classic American cars or 4x4 rustic Jeep. If you wish to coordinate
a van for greater comfort, you should consult the price.
For groups of 7 or more people, services will be carried out in one van or more than one
vehicle at the customer's choice. Check the price.

Recommendations: Bring swimsuit, long pants, hat and light raincoat.
The price includes: Round trip transportation from Havana, entrance to the National Park,
guide services, all visits and explanations, tasting of pure artisan.
The price does not include: Additional expenses that the client may have in drinks and
other expenses.
Important Notes to consider
. The guide reserves the right to alter the order of the visits depending on the condition of
the roads in rainy seasons.
. If you do not take the reserved lunch, it is very possible that in the same place the price is
more expensive.

